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By Chris Elliott........
They say you cannot keep a good man down and
the same goes for a woman and that is Margaret
Sheard who works so hard to make
cyprusscene.com successful and always has time to
help people.
Sadly our recent experiment of contributing to a
newspaper ended after just a few weeks as we were
not happy with the difficulties created through poor
communication and organisation.
Having had previous experience contributing and
having close contacts with other local newspapers,
we had learned a great deal and gave ideas and
advice to help the flow of natural development.
One of the fascinating parts of creating a newspaper
is page-making and in a mixed language
community a lot of care and time is required if
good proof reading levels are to be achieved.

look at the art of page-making and found we could
adapt our own skills to this discipline which,
although creating more work, placed us in a
position of fast tracking, proof reading and editing.
Publishing a newspaper requires financial backing
and when the newspaper is launched its recognition
in the marketplace requires ongoing merchandising
and promotion to enable its popularity to grow.
We looked at other alternatives for sharing our
community news and reviews and realised that if
we used our new-found skills with page-making in
processing we could reach out with a free
Enewspaper to an even larger readership.
We looked at other alternatives for sharing our
community news and reviews and realised that if
we used our new-found skills with page-making in
processing we could reach out with a free
Enewspaper to an even larger readership.
Cyprusscene has a regular daily reading in excess

of 1,600 visitors and, if we add to this the number of
subscribers to cyprusscene postings plus the large
membership of the internal North Cyprus Forum,
then we have a very big outreach to readers both
locally and around the world.
We are therefore delighted to announce that this
weekend we have launched an Enewpsaper which
will be developed further in the coming weeks and,
without doubt, it will have a high level of readings
and will not have to rely on financial backing and
advertising to make it successful. We also are
thankful that we have full control of distribution
which does not require the expensive distribution
costs just to get it onto the supermarket shelves.
The other fact that is important is that many people
read our news and reviews which are published daily
and shared across social media and now they will
have an Enewspaper which will summarise the bulk
of the weekly postings plus more so that saves them
the task of searching for our past weekly activity,
news and reviews.

With over five years experience of publishing on
the internet Margaret and I decided to take a close
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TRNC PM Özgürgün: "Archbishop Hrisostomos II continues disrespect towards Turkish Cypriots”
Prime Minister Hüseyin Özgürgün has
stated the Greek Cypriot Orthodox
Church has been the architect and
financer of hostile words and action
against Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus over
the course of history and that the current
Archbishop
Hrisostomos
II
has
continued his usual disrespect towards
Turkish Cypriots.
In his statement, Prime Minister
Özgürgün
said
that
Archbishop
Hrisostomos, who recently attended an
event for Greek Cypriot youths,
continued to direct insulting discourse
and attitudes towards Turkish Cypriots,

and exceeded the limits of respect.
The Prime Minister said, “It should be
known that the words of Archbishop
Hrisostomos II regarding the termination of
Turkey’s guarantee, breaking ties between
Turkey and the TRNC, and his proposal of a
two-state solution within the scope of
Europe, on the condition that all northern
refugees return, is no more than storytelling
to these students. It is shameless and
discourteous towards the Turkish Cypriot
people, who are always honoured and proud
of being a member of the Turkish Nation, to
refer them as the ”Greek-origin Orthodox
Christians who became Muslim under
economic pressures.”
The real newspaper For people - By

FM Ertuğruloğlu meets with the Executive Director of the Islamic Solidarity Fund

Foreign M

inister E

rtuğrulo

Foreign Minister Tahsin Ertuğruloğlu
recently received the Executive Director of
the Islamic Solidarity Fund, İbrahim
Abdullah Al-Khuzayem.
Ertuğruloğlu
thanked Al-Khuzayem for the Fund’s
contributions to the TRNC.

ğlu meet
s withtheth meeting,
During
e Execut

Ertuğruloğlu
ive D
expressed his wish to work
with
irecthe
to
Islamic Solidarity Fund to ensure that its r
projects are fruitful for the Turkish Cypriot
people. Al-Khuzayem talked about the
Fund’s contributions towards the TRNC,
and said that it will support projects which
directly concern the Turkish Cypriot
people. Stating that cooperation is
particularly possible in the fields of
education and health, Al-Khuzayem said
that the Fund will work closely with the
TRNC.

of th
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Vox Pop with the RBL Theatre Players
presentation of Robin Hood The Panto 2017
By Engin Dervisaĝa.......
On Wednesday 29th November I went with
my camera crew to Gökay Boğaçhan Kültür
Merkezi in Alsancak to record interviews for
my Vox Pop programme on BRT 2 TV with
some of the cast members of the RBL Theatre
Players who were proudly presenting Robin
Hood The Panto 2017.
What a wonderful surprise we had when we
saw the decorated stage and the beautiful
costumes worn by the members of the cast.

hard work that had gone into the planning and
production of the Royal British Legion "RBL
Theatre Players" production of the "Robin
Hood The Panto 2017".
Full of admiration for their performances we
next spoke to some of the cast including Carol
Abel as Robin Hood, Paul Abel as Little John,
Jan Marsh as Doom, John Bennett as Friar
Tuck and finally Brian Thomas as Will Scarlet.
For a Fun packed Vox Pop programme watch
this space for the BRT2 transmission dates of
my show which will be published very soon.
E

We spoke to the Director, Ian Chennell and
Andrew Cowley his right hand man about the

Girne Olive Festival : Tennis and Billiards Tournaments awards
Awards were given for the "Olive" Tennis and
Billiards Tournaments at the Olive Festival which
was organised this year by the Girne Municipality.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü participated in the
award ceremony, together with some Members of
Parliament, the winners and their families. Artists
who had exhibitions at the Olive Festival also
received awards. At the award ceremony, trophies,
cash prizes and various gifts were presented.
The Presidents and Managers of Baragadi Bar and
Little Pub who hosted the Billiards Tournament and
the Girne Municipality Tennis Club who organised
the "Olive" Tennis Tournament were thanked for
their contribution.
Prize winners:
"Olive" Tennis Tournament
12-year-old female :
1st - Hansel Stik, 2nd - Sevim Akbaş,
12-year old male :
1st - Emre Dilaver, 2nd - Doruk Varoglu
14-year old female:
1st - Meril Sonak , 2nd - Azra Yalkic
14-year old male:
1st - Avni Avnioğlu, 2nd - Abraham Agun
16-year old female : 1st - Nergiz Menemenci, 2nd - Izlem Civisilli

16-year old male :
1st - Avni Avnioğlu, 2nd - Akan Can,
18-year old female : 1st - Şengül Fox, 2nd - Izlem Civisilli
18-year old male :
1st - Şevki Öksüzoğluları, 2nd - Mustafa Zorba
Billiards Tournament
Onç Altur
1st
Natheer Halob
2nd
Arkın Daher
3rd
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Japan had Hachi .... The TRNC has Hamish
By Kim BETTS.
Many people will have seen the
film (and wept a few tears !)
about the true story of Hachiko
(Hachi) the Japanese Akita who
waited twice daily, for 10 years at
Shibuya Train Station in Tokyo,
waiting for his owner to return
from work. Sadly his owner had
died whilst at work and so Hachi
waited and waited in vain.
Many miles away here in TRNC
we have the true story of Hamish.
A report came into KAR (Kyrenia
Animal Rescue) from American
tourists who were staying in
Alsancak. During their visit,
every day, they had seen a small
terrier type dog sitting by a
municipality bin.
The dog was in bad condition and
seemed to have a problem with
his eye. He sat by the bin every
day, all day and the tourists did
not know what to do.
The Centre supervisor, Elaine,
went around to see the dog to see
how/if she could help – he was
still there sitting by the bin just
staring across the road. He was

in a real a mess – he was covered in
ticks, fleas and obviously had an
infection in his face and was very
under weight and his coat was
knotted and dirty. Elaine took him
home and discovered that he had a
grass seed stuck behind his third
eyelid – she removed it and tried to
clean him up as best she could.
Hundreds of ticks and fleas were
removed and he was bathed and
matted fur was clipped to make him
more comfortable. The following
morning he went to the vet where he
was found to have a very bad
infection (caused by the grass seed)
and he also tested positive for tick
fever. He was named Hamish.

Hamish’s treatment regime up at
the Rescue Centre, included
antibiotics for the infection and
the tick fever, grooming, more
bathing and clipping and good
meals –alongside regular cuddles
and fusses.
Enquiries were made and it was
found that Hamish had lived in
the house opposite the bin where
he was found. He had lived there
with his family, until the day that
they put him out next to the bin ...
They locked up the house ... and
they moved away. They left poor
Hamish discarded as a piece of
rubbish by the bin.

one outside Shibuya Train Station
in honour of Hachi) but he would
like something to call his own – his
own family and his own home.
He will be visiting the KAR Xmas
Bazaar on Saturday December 2nd
at the Pia Bella (10.30am) so if you
would like to go along and meet
him he would love to say hello.
In
Japan
they
refer
to
Hachiko/Hachi
as
“Chuken
Hachiko” – “Hachiko .. The
Faithful dog”. Well we are sure that
you will agree that our Hamish is
“Chuken Hamish”

But Hamish was a loyal and
faithful dog – he loved his family
and he waited patiently day in day
out – sitting watching his house
and waiting ... waiting for them to
come back. Like Hachi he waited
in vain.
Hamish is now a handsome,
happy, healthy little dog who is
very friendly.
He doesn’t want a statue put up
next to the Alcancak bin (there is

Kyrenia Animal Rescue rely solely on donations for funding, please help us to help the animals of Northern Cyprus.
Adopt, Volunteer, Feed, Sponsor, Donate, Love - our animals want all of these but would be happy with just one of them.
Website www.kartrnc.org Tel 009 0533 8694098
Bank Details: HSBC UK: 40-21-02
Account Number 11364812
IBAN No:GB94HBUK 402102 11364812
BIC No: HBUKGB4131B.
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Little Yusuf can now receive education
Tourism and Environment Minister
Fikri Ataoğlu heard a very sad story
from his daughter of the plight of 12
year old Yusuf who could not
continue receiving education in the
TRNC as he was not a citizen in his
mother’s homeland.
As Yusuf’s
mother was not allowed to work he
tried to earn money by selling flowers
in the streets.
Minister Ataoglu was very affected

when he heard this news and started to
investigate the matter immediately and
took
action
by
contacting
the
Undersecretary of the Ministry of
Education.
There is a happy ending to this sad story
and Tourism and Environment Minister
Fikri Ataoğlu was both delighted and
emotional when he received news that
little Yusuf was now to receive education
in the TRNC.

After school clubs by Peri Sualp
to get suitable dance clothes and shoes!
Or if you are going to homework club (which
probably everyone would run away from) you
would prepare your homework and pen-cil-case
for the day your club is held!

After school clubs, can be fun and exciting, but
having after school clubs can also be hard
work...It’s a mix of work and fun! You might
also need to spend more time at home to
complete your homework on time. Some
children attend these clubs willingly but others
do activities after school mostly because some
parents can’t come and pick the children up
earlier! Basically it’s just some extra time at
the school with your friends!
You first have to sign up for a club of your
choice among the options the school offers,
then if you get chosen to join the club you
prefer, you prepare the necessities for that
activity! If you picked dancing club, you have

If you do not want to go to that club anymore, you
have to tell the teacher that you want to leave and
why you want to leave as most kids just get out of

the club without telling anybody. That is
something wrong, because it's rude.leaving the
club without notifying your teacher would cause
you a lot of trouble plus it’s rude.
The after school activities also have fun and

interesting things to do! For example in my school, I
signed up and got into Drama and Music Clubs! They
are so exciting for me because both are my favourites.
Recently, the art, drama, music and dance clubs got
together and prepared the musical show GREASE
which was made famousbyAmerican Italian John
Travolta and Australian Olivia Newton-John.
All of Cyprus is invited! The show dates are 1
December at 19:00 and 2 December at 16:00pm and

19:00pm at the English School of Kyrenia in
Bellapais.
Tickets are on sale for 10TL at the location and the
good news is the money collected will all go to Tulips
- Help Those With Cancer Association.
The show is about teenagers and their issues that go on
in a high school. I’m lucky to have a part in it too, it’s
small but I am like the salt in a dish - you can’t eat a
dish without any salt right?
I hope everybody comes to this amazing show
produced by ESK and directed by Ms Akın (actors),
Ms Ahmet (singers), Mr Akosman (musicians), Ms
Aygın (dancers), Ms Hedges (artists) and Ms Kyriacou
(actors).
Please support our efforts and Tulips - Help Those
With Cancer Association."We go together” to help
them!

CyprusScene.com
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Vox Pop on BRT2 Television with the North Cyprus Russian Speaking Association.
By Engin Dervişağa........
For this week's Vox Pop programme, I went
along with my BRT2 camera crew to to
Bogazkőy picnic area to the south of Girne
where the North Cyprus Russian Speaking
Association had a special day celebrating
Scarlet Day or Unity Day where I and
interviewed many guests.
There were around 70 people enjoying
Russian food, barbeques' and drink and
having a wonderful
time and great
entertainers put on a spectacular show.
There was singing by Galina Konnova and
Vladdislava Matvevva. The children were
entertained by Kristina Sergaina who was a
professional entertainer in a circus and the
children were amazed by her tricks.
The

North

Cyprus

Russian

Speaking

Association has been established for seven
years and speaking to the President of
NCRSA, Maria Kocadal, she explained that
the event has been going on for six years
now and it has been a great success every

15.00pm and it will be repeated on Tuesday
5th December at 18.30pm and on Friday 8th
December at 20.00pm so do tune in to join
me on my show, Vox Pop on BRT2
Television.

year.
My interview with the North Cyprus
Russian Speaking Association will be

To go direct to BRT2 TV to watch these
shows by live streaming on your PC,
Smartphone or Tablet at Cyprus local time

screened on Sunday 3rd December at

go to www.brtk.net

Discovering North Cyprus at the Lefkosa Private Ethnographic Museum
By Engin Dervisaga
Our BRT2 TV viewers like the heritage of
Cyprus so much, that my colleague Qossay
Eleyan, and I are bringing you an interesting
report on "Discovering North Cyprus" about
the Private Ethnographic Museum of Cyprus.

The Private Ethnographic Museum of Cyprus
is in Lefkosa and was founded by Ergun
Pektaş on the site of his factory Rubberex Co
Ltd which he has converted into a museum

since he closed the business and retired.
This private museum was opened in July
2012 and contains so many different room
settings depicting the environment in which
people lived plus many different types of

furniture, clothing and fine art exhibits
which he has preserved as a tribute to
Cyprus Heritage.

This show will be transmitted on BRT2
on Monday 4th December at 19.00pm
and repeated on Thursday 7th
December at 19.50pm.

To go direct to BRT2 TV to watch these
shows by live streaming on your PC,
Smartphone or Tablet at Cyprus local
time go to www.brtk.net

CyprusScene.com
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A Cup Of Conversation with Hakkı Müftüzade and Deren Fırat
By Can Gazi.......
This week the Bayrak television studio is
honoured to be hosting two members of the
Kyrenia Cosmopolitan Rotary Club.
Hakkı Müftüzade and Deren Fırat join me
on A Cup Of Conversation to talk about the
work of their new Rotary club that was
established at the beginning of this year.

My very informative chat with these lovely
people will be aired on BRT2 TV this Saturday
the 2nd of December at 12 noon.
Do follow us online at "A Cup of
Conversation" your favourite TV show by
going to selecting BRT2 in the live broadcast
window.
For Radio lovers :
Do tune into Bayrak International Live where
you can join me on a number of great radio
shows that bring you great music and thoughts
and comments of the day,
We are transmitting these shows on 6.150
MH/z. Short-wave, 87.8 and 105 FM Stereo.
You can also tune in to live streaming at
www.brtk.net

Invitation to a Scandinavian Christmas service in Kyrenia
We have received the following invitation from the Revd. Wendy Hough of St Andrew's Church, Kyrenia which
we would like to share with our local readers who would like to get into the Christmas spirit with a new
experience of celebration for the coming of Christmas.

Welcome to the first ever Scandinavian Christmas service in Kyrenia
Saturday, December 9th at 4.00 pm
Place: St. Andrew's Church in Girne
Priest: Anders Berglund / Ingvar Hindenes
Church choir from the Scandinavian church in Ayia Napa
Everyone is welcome
The service is held in Swedish / Norwegian language
Pictures courtesy of St Andrews Church, Kyrenia.
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Journey into the Health Zone
By Kathryn Orange Msc., LCPH,
IAHT, IANLPC
Good health is a responsibility you owe to
yourself and you shouldn’t wait until you
be-come ill before you take any action. But
being told to lead a healthier lifestyle is
easier said than done: we often don’t know
what our own body needs, and we may end
up causing more harm than good by
choosing the wrong diet, the wrong
exercises or the wrong supplements. We
need guidance and a clear map to undertake
the journey, and to choose the right map we
need to consider three things:
Why, When, How?
Deciding WHY you wish for better health
will help your motivation and support you
in times when your friends, family or, work
commitments present challenges to your
success. We’ve all been there: forced to
make the choice between going to the gym
or resting in front of the telly after a tiring
day; or feeling the need to turn down an
invitation to dinner with friends who may
tempt you with that one scoop of ice cream
or glass of wine on the basis that, ‘one
won’t hurt’. But, if you know the reasons
you want to change and are COMMITTED
to them, you will brush these challenges
away like flies and you will be able to battle
through those moments of frustration,
stagnation or relapse and pick yourself up to
carry on forward to your goal.

There are many answers you may come up
with to the question WHY, here are some
possible ones:
• Your weight is affecting your health:
High Blood Pressure, diabetes, arthritis,
heart and liver disease are all problems of
being overweight but being underweight
can also lead to thinning bones, infertility,
low immunity and anaemia.

•

You want to look good at the beach
or for a special event such as a wedding
party
•
You can no longer get into your
favorite outfit

• You want to get pregnant, lose p
pregnancy weight or cope better with
menopause pregnancy weight or cope
better with menopause
• You are back on the dating scene or
want to change your job
• You need to give yourself a boost of
confidence
Next, you must create for yourself a space
to change. Decide WHEN to start and set a
target date. If you don't have a calendar
get one and block off time each day that
you can give yourself for making this
journey. Use this time for preparation of
special meals, for exercise, for meditation
or simply for focusing on your
achievements. And, if you think you can't
make the time, then take a look at how
long you spend on Facebook watching
videos of animals doing tricks, wandering

CHEMIST ROTA - DECEMBER 2017
(GIRNE/ALSANCAK/LAPTA AREAS)

To see the list of duty chemists for December 2017 for the
Girne/Alsancak/Lapta areas please go to this link :
https://cyprusscene.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/DECEMBERCHEMIST-ROTA-2017.pdf

around the town window shopping or, catching up
on UK TV. You might be shocked at how much
time you can rescue.
Then, you must decide HOW to make the journey
into the Health Zone? Your ultimate goals coupled
with your specific body type, genetics and lifestyle
will determine the best route. You may achieve
this through specific exercises, diet, meditation,
dance classes or simply walking in the fresh air.
But one thing is for sure, you shouldn’t guess what
you need to do, or follow the latest celebrity
trends. An exercise and diet program needs to be
tailored just for you and if you are to reach the end
of your journey and achieve your goals then you
need a travel guide to set you in the right direction.
So, find a nutritionist, personal trainer, life coach
or health advisor to help set you on the correct
path.
And finally, DON’T try to do this alone, find an
accountability buddy and make them your
travelling companion. Through mutual
encouragement and support through the tough
times you will both ensure each other’s success.
Kathryn come from a long line of natural healers,
steeped in the traditions of Northern European
herbalism. Growing up with natural remedies, she
has experienced first hand their effectiveness in
treating a range of ailments. Training as a
Naturopath, Kathryn studied nutrition, herbalism,
ho-moeopathy, iridology, reiki, kinesiology, head
massage, diet and some life counselling.
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Newman’s Farm, Kyrenia
The Finale?
By Margaret SHEARD
Maybe the visit of Patricia
Newman (grand-daughter of
Philip and Evelyn Newman)
together with her husband Fred
to Cyprus is the finale to my
long-time research into the
long gone Newman’s Farm, or
maybe it isn’t!
Perhaps this will result in more
memories and recollections of
other people who visited the
farm between the early 1920’s
and 1959 when the remaining
Newman family returned to the
UK
There are many articles written
about
Newman’s
Farm,
Evelyn’s Memoirs and also the
Chinese House, which is now
on part of the site of the
original farm and is the lower
part of the original farm house
which can be read by visiting
our website.

www.cyprusscene.com
We had a wonderful week with
Pat and Fred showing them the
areas of interest connected with
the Newman family, starting
with a TV interview by Engin
Dervişağa for his BRT Vox
Pop programme which was
recorded at The Chinese House
with Hűseyin Kanbur, the
current proprietor, present as
well. Pat, was born at the
Nicosia Army Hospital and
spent the first year of her life at
Newman’s Farm and I am sure
that looking around the present
day building, which is the
lower floor of the original farm
house, and the surrounding
grounds must have been a very
emotional experience for her.
It is 10 years since Pat last

Newman, so she had a lot
of knowledge about the
Newman family’s life in
Cyprus.
When we left the Chinese
House
we
visited
Dizayn74 Pottery, where
Pat had visited with her
aunt on her previous trip
to Cyprus. Hasan, one of
the
partners,
had
previously told us he
remembered Pat visiting
the Pottery and he was so
pleased to see her again,
They had a long chat while Fred
wandered around with his trusty
camera taking photos of the many
and varied items of pottery on
display.

visited Cyprus, when she
came with her Aunt Trish, the
wife
of
Pat’s
Uncle
Christopher,
and Pat was
anxious to show her husband
Fred the place where she was
born and where her father,
mother and grand-parents had
lived for some 37 years.
Trish had previously visited
Cyprus many times with her
husband, who was the second
son of Philip and Evelyn

CyprusScene.com
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Newman's Farm - the story continues...
We then moved on to show
them the Houston cemetery
and the building which was the
Fine Arts Museum,
but
unfortunately
not
now
accessible, both of which are
mentioned in the memoirs of
Pat’s grandmother Evelyn.
As well as being a nostalgic
trip for Pat, it was also a
holiday for both her and Fred
so the next day was for them to
chill out but we did arrange to
have a meal at the Chinese
House in the evening and so
we collected them from their
hotel and once again went back
to “Pat’s House” for a lovely
Chinese meal.
It was an
excellent evening, we had a
superb meal and we were
pleased to meet up with
Hűseyin again and also his
wife Ilknur and 2 sons Utku
and Toyan. This is a lovely
Cypriot family which has built
up this very authentic Chinese
Restaurant and have managed
it very successfully for the past
18 years.
It is so strange how we find
what a small world this is as
when Chris was having a
conversation with Pat it
transpired that because of
height restriction she wants to
have a new kitchen with low
worktop surfaces and Chris
remembered
designing
a
similar kitchen when he was in
this trade in London many
years ago. Pat was astounded
to realise that she actually
knew the family who had their
kitchen designed and altered
for their daughter by Chris.
Small world indeed!
Mid-week we had a busy day
starting off at the Round Tower
where

Richard

Chamberlain

was having a one day

exhibition of his photographs and

Charlie married again a few
years later and Pat was the first
child of this marriage, followed
by 2 more sisters who were born
after the family returned to the
UK and settled in Devon.

promoting his new 2015 Calendar
– Cyprus Yesterday and Today.
While we were there we listened
in to the recording of a TV
interview with Richard by Engin
Dervisaga for his BRT Vox Pop
show. We had a chance to meet
up with Richard again and Pat
was able to make a new entry in
the Visitors’ Book which is where
I initially found the information to
make contact with her.

We then visited St Andrew’s
Church so Pat could show Fred the
plaque
commemorating
her
grandfather, Philip Newman, who
died 27th December 1947 and is
buried in the Old British
Cemetery, which was to be our
next port of call.
On to the Old British Cemetery
where we showed Pat and Fred the
grave of her father Charlie’s first
wife, Joan, who died 5 days after
giving birth to their third child.
Sadly, their first child, Michael
John Newman, only lived for one
day and he is buried in the same
grave as his grandfather, Philip
Newman.
We were always a bit mystified
about the 2 crosses on this grave,
one clearly being that of the baby,
but we have been advised by the

Newman family that he was in fact
buried with his grandfather, so the
two lay together. We had asked
Dorothy Ann Betts who wrote the
book Shadows of Empire. - Old
British Cemetery Kyrenia”

about this and she said her
research was held back due to
the missing records during the
1974 period so our discovery
was very much appreciated.

Talking to Pat during her visit I
have learned a lot more about the
family and one thing which
could have made a lot of
difference to the outcome of my
research is that the Newman
family, which then consisted of
Charlie, his
second
wife
Rosalind, and the 5 children had
decided to emigrate to New
Zealand, they had sold their
business in Devon, disposed of
most of their possessions and
were ready to go when Charlie
very suddenly and unexpectedly,
died.
This of course totally
changed the plans of the family
and they then moved to the
London area.
I do not intend to delve into the
personal lives of the Newman
family, my main interest has
always been the Newman’s Farm
Milk Bar here in Kyrenia but it is
strange how you do in fact get
very drawn into a family history,
and this one is no exception.
To be continued.....
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RECIPE - WORDS OF THE WEEK

2 December - 8 December

Chef's Choice - Kabak Musakka
By Chef

•

2 medium size zucchinis, washed, slice in round shape.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cubanelle pepper, discard the seed, cut in medium size.
150 gr. medium ground beef.
2 tbsp extra virgin olive oil.
3-4 garlic clove, sliced.
1 large onion, sliced.
2 tbsp crushed tomato, canned.
1/3 cup warm water.
Salt.
Pepper.

Garnish:
2 tbsp extra virgin olive oil.
1 tsp crushed pepper.
1 tbsp dill, chopped.

Method:
Cook the ground beef with olive oil, onion, salt and pepper until the colour of ground beef turns to light brown.
Don't overcook! Place zucchini slices in a shallow pan. Spread ground beef mixture all over them along with the
cubanelle peppers. Mix crushed tomato with hot water and garlic, pour into the pan. Cook for about 15 minutes
on medium heat.
Turn the heat off. Drizzle some olive oil and sprinkle crushed red pepper, chopped dill all over it.

Words of the Week: Captain Jack Sparrow

Captain Jack Sparrow is a fictional
character in the Pirates of the Caribbean
film series.
The character was created by screenwriters
Ted Elliott and Terry
portrayed by Johnny Depp.

Rossio, and is

PUZZLE CORNER
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2 December - 1 December

Cyprusscene - Trivia Quiz No. 2
Test your knowledge with this Trivia puzzle

TRIVIA QUIZ No. 2 – 1st December 2017
Real Names
1. Whose real name was Marion Michael
Morrison
2. What is Alice Cooper’s real name?
Bridges
1. Which was the first suspension bridge in
London?
2. Which bridge connects Europe with Asia?
Jazz
1. Which instrument connects Lionel
Hampton, Red Norvo and Gary Burton?
2. Which saxophonist was known as “Bird”?
Rock’n’Roll
1. Name of Bill Haley’s best known band?
2. Name of Buddy Holly’s Texas home town?
Industry
1. What were Brunel’s first names?
2. Where was the blast furnace first
introduced?

(Answers on page 12)
Formula One
1. Who won the first Malaysian Grand Prix?
2. What connects the Spanish Grand Prix of
1981 with that of 1997?
Snooker
1. Who in Snooker was known as The
Hurricane?
2. Who scored the first televised 147?
Children’s Books
1. What is the name of Harry Potter’s school?
2. What was the name of Captain Pugwash’s
mortal enemy?
Occupations
1. What is a lepidopterist?
2. What would a lithologist study?
Generals
1. Who was defeated at El Alamein in 1942?
2. Which general took Argentina into the
Falklands War?
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PUZZLE CORNER

2 December - 8 December

Cricket Quiz and this weeks "Stinker"
By Richard Beale……….
With the Ashes currently being played, (don't mention the First Test !) I thought it would be
topical this week that I do a cricket quiz.
Question 1 : Who was the England Cricket Captain before Joe Root ?
Question 2 :Who was the Australian Cricket Captain before Steve Smith ?
Question 3 : Who was the last England Captain to win a series in Australia ?
Question 4 : Who was the last Australian Captain to win a series in England ?
Question 5 : Who had match figures of 19 for 90 at the Old Trafford Test in 1956 ?.
Question 6 Who took the only other wicket, in that same match?.
Question 7 : Who took over from Ian Botham as Captain after the First Test in 1981 ?.
Question 8 : What Australian Cities are the following Stadiums in ?
A – The Wacca, B – The “G”, C – The Gabba, D -The Oval.
Question 9 : Which Test County Ground in England will you find the Jimmy Anderson End.
Question 10: Below are “nicknames” of current past and present Test cricketers who are
they ?
ENGLAND : A – KP, B – Banger, C -The Gaffer, D – Rocky, E – Lord Ted,
F – The Burnley Lara, G – The Boil, H - Kipper.
AUSTRALIA :A – Wharny, B -Punter, C – The Don, D -Pigeon, E- Tugga
F - Dizzy, G -Pup, H -Binga
This weeks “Stinker”.
The following Australian Test Cricketers Ricky Ponting, Chris Rogers, Justin
Langer, Greg Chappell, Steve Waugh and Kerry O’Keefe have all got a
connection. (Its nothing about playing cricket in Australia).
Answer in next weeks quiz.

Here are the answers to Trivia Quiz No. 2 on page 13.
Real Names
Bridges
Jazz
Rock’n’Roll
Industry
Formula One
Snooker
Children’s Books
Occupations
Generals

1. John Wayne
2. Vincent Furnier
1. Hammersmith Bridge
2. The Galata Bridge over the Bosphorus in Istanbul
1. Vibraphone
2. Charlie Parker
1. The Comets
2. Lubbock
1. Isambard Kingdom
2. France, around 1400
1. Eddie Irvine
2. Won by father and son Gilles and Jacques Villenueve
1. Alex Higgins
2. Cliff Thorburn
1. Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
2. Cut-throat Jake
1. Person who studies butterflies and moths
2. Rocks/Stones
1. Erwin Rommel
2. General Galtieri
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
2nd to 8th December 2017
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in
the Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to be included by
Wednesday each week.
22nd November – Thursday until 23rd
December - Art Exhibition of paintings by
Salih Mustafa Çizel.
The opening
ceremony and cocktail reception will be at
6pm on the 22nd November. The art
Gallery is located at Esnaf and Zanatkaar
Sitesi No. 7-8, Lefkoşa. The exhibition
will be open until the 23rd December.
2nd December – Saturday - Kyrenia
Animal Rescue (KAR) will be having their
Christmas Bazaar and Prize Draw at the Pia
Bella Hotel from 10.30am. Lots of stalls
and plenty to see and do. Prize draw
tickets are available at the KAR office,
Rescue Centre and Charity Shops at 5TL
each. Wonderful prizes to be won - 1st
prize A return ticket Ercan-Stansted :
2nd prize vouchers to the value of 500TL
for shopping at any Lemar Supermarket :
3rd prize a luxury Christmas Hamper.
2nd December – Saturday - Blakes
Lounge Bar and Bistro, Alsancak will be
celebrating their first year from 7.30 til
late. Music by DJ Dave Mancini. Free
buffet.
2nd December – Saturday Football:
Merit Alsancak Yeöilova v Baf Ülkü
Yurdu (Super
League)
at Alsancak
Mustafa Çağla Stadium – Kick off 2pm
Ozanköy v Türk Ocak (Super League) at
Özanköy Mustafa Özaykayım Stadium.
Kick off 2pm.Yeni Boğazici v Cihangir
(Super League) at Osman E. Mehmet
Stadıum, Yeni Boğazici. Kick off 2pm.
3rd December – Sunday - Football:
Esentepe v Girne Halk Evi (League 1) at
Esentepe Erdal Barut Stadıum. Kick off
2pm.
Çanakkale v Dumlupınar (League 1) at
Çanakkale Muharem Doveç Stadium,
Famagusta. . Kick off 2pm.
Doğan Türk Birliüi v Mağusa Türk Gücü
(Super League) at Girne 20 Temmuz Mete

4th December – Monday - RBL Quiz at Black
Olive Cafe, Alsancak ... 7pm ... 5TL entrance
and 15TL for food ... Please book teams and
meals with Vicki on 0533 835 5133
5th December – Tuesday - Blakes Lounge Bar
and Bistro, Alsancak will be holding a Christmas
Fair from 12.30pm to 6pm. Mulled wine and
mince pies, plus Christmas music to enjoy.
There will also be stalls, selling jewellery, home
decor, Christmas ornaments and much more. If
you are interested in having a stall at the event it
will be 10TL and proceeds will be donated to
Tulips. For more information tel: 0548 839
4007.
5th December – Tuesday - Kyrenia Amateur
Dramatic Society (KADS) will be performing
their Christmas Who Dunnit – “Christmas
Cracker” at the Pia Bella Hotel, Girne.
Invitations 65TL per person. 3-course meal
including a complimentary glass of mulled wine.
Reservations can be made by telephoning 0533
832 8121. Invitations are available from
Saturday 4th November at Lambousa Saturday
Market, The Food Lodge, Catalkoy, and every
Thursday from the 9th November at the KAR
(Glad Rags) shop in Karakum between 10am and
4pm. Profits will be donated to Kyrenia Animal
Rescue (KAR) and SOS Children’s Village,
Lefkosa.
6th December – Wednesday - Kyrenia Amateur
Dramatic Society (KADS) will be performing
their Christmas Who Dunnit – “Christmas
Cracker” at the Korineum Golf Club. Invitations
80TL per person. 3-course meal including a
complimentary glass of mulled wine.
Reservations can be made by telephoning 0533
832 8121. Invitations are available from
Saturday 4th November at Lambousa Saturday
Market, The Food Lodge, Catalkoy, and
Korineum Golf Club, and every Thursday from
the 9th November at the KAR (Glad Rags) shop
in Karakum between 10am and 4pm. Profits will
be donated to Kyrenia Animal Rescue (KAR)

6th December – Wednesday - Kyrenia
Academy (Bellapais Roundabout) are starting
a Ladies Sewing Club at 9.30am...Come
along for creativity and a natter! For more
information call 0533 888 3605.
7th December – Thursday - Black Olive
Cafe, Alsancak will be having a Christmas
Fayre in aid of KTW (the Turtles). 12noon to
3pm. There will be Christmas stalls, Raffle,
Mulled wine and food available. For more
information contact Vicki on 0533 835 5133.
7th December – Thursday - Kyrenia
Amateur Dramatic Society (KADS) will be
performing their Christmas Who Dunnit –
“Christmas Cracker” at the Pia Bella Hotel,
Girne. Invitations 65TL per person. 3-course
meal including a complimentary glass of
mulled wine. Reservations can be made by
telephoning 0533 832 8121. Invitations are
available from Saturday 4th November at
Lambousa Saturday Market, The Food
Lodge, Catalkoy, and every Thursday from
the 9th November at the KAR (Glad Rags)
shop in Karakum between 10am and 4pm.
Profits will be donated to Kyrenia Animal
Rescue (KAR) and SOS Children’s Village,
Lefkosa.
8th December – Friday - Blakes Lounge Bar
and Bistro, Alsancak will be presenting
Rachel Saunby who will be entertaining from
8pm. To reserve a table call 0548 839 4007.
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SPORTS
Local Football Fixtures For This Weekend : 2/3/4 December

By Richard Beale...................
ALSANCAK…………………Sat 2 Dec- Merit Alsancak Yeöilova v Baf Ülkü Yurdu (Super League)
League)
Alsancak Mustafa Çağla Stadı - ko 2-oopm
ESENTEPE……………....….Sun 3 Dec – Esentepe v Girne Halk Evi (League 1)
Esentepe Erdal Barut Stadıum. Ko 2-00pm.
FAMAGUSTA………………Gazımağusa Canbulat Stadı.
No match.
Gazımağusa Dr Fazil Küçük Stadium.
No match
Sun 3 Dec : Çanakkale v Dumlupınar (League 1)
Çanakkale Muharem Doveç Stadı. Ko 2-00pm
Maraş Stadı
No match
GIRNE……………………..Sun 3 Dec - Doğan Türk Birliüi v Mağusa Türk Gücü (Super League)
Girne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stad-ko 2-00pm
ISKELE……………………Iskele Cumhuriyet Stadı.
No match.
LAPTA…………………….Sun Dec 3 – Lapta v Maraş (League 1)
Lapta Şht Şevket Kadır Stadı – ko 2-00pm.
OZANKÖY……………….Sat Dec 2 – Ozanköy v Türk Ocak (Super League)
Özanköy Mustafa Özaykayım Stadı -ko 2-00pm
YENI BOĞAZİCİ…………SatDec 2 – Yeni Boğazici v Cihangir (Super League)
Osman E. Mehmet Stadıum. Ko 2-00

SUPPORT LOCAL FOOTBALL
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SPORTS

Cyprus Island Rugby Update
Readers mail.......
From Ian Fell
Whilst the major Six Nation countries were
playing the autumn internationals against their
southern hemisphere counterparts, the Cyprus
Rugby team were competing in the Rugby Europe
Championships Division 3. With two matches in
the space of three weekends it was a busy
schedule for The Mouflons in November.
Kicking off the 2017-18 Championships with a
home match against Austria, Cyprus were hoping
to reverse the fortunes of their previous five
matches which had seen all matches lost, albeit
very narrowly in most of them. A bit of luck in
several games would have seen victories rather
than defeats, but with a drop in Division for the
current season it is hoped that it will allow the
team to regroup and get back to winning ways.

Seyhan Fell
Starting their league campaign with a home
fixture against Austria, the visitors were no
match for the home team who romped to a
comfortable victory by 42 points to 5. Good
performances from Marcus Holden at fly half
and the forwards in particular saw the
Mouflons score three converted tries in both
halves to gain a bonus point victory. North
Cyprus were again represented by Seyhan
Fell, securing his sixth cap on the wing and a
first cap for Sam Goodwin, who came on as a
second half replacement to hopefully see the
start of his international career.

Two weeks later, last Saturday, saw the
Mouflons travel to Slovakia and experience
very differing conditions in their match in
Piestany, 6 degrees centigrade and very blustery
conditions, a massive shock to the system for
the Island players who had played the previous
match in very pleasant 22C and sunny
conditions.
Seyhan Fell

Despite the conditions Cyprus played an
entertaining game of running rugby, managing to
keep their feet in the slippery underfoot conditions
and again gained an impressive away, bonus point
victory, scoring six tries and a comfortable winning
margin of 38 points to 6

cut inside to go over just left of the posts. The

The visitors started well and were on the scoreboard
within three minutes after a long clearance kick was
returned by the Cyprus backs, who broke through
the centre culminating in the forwards powering
over in the left corner after a penalty was kicked to
touch, setting up the drive from the line out. Against
a very stiff breeze the conversion was missed.
Slovakia narrowed the lead after 15 minutes with a
penalty but Cyprus had by far the majority of the
play during the remaining 25 minutes, eventually
going over for their second try in the 35th minute,
Seyhan Fell adding the conversion. With Slovakia
scoring a second penalty on half time the score at
the break was 12 – 6 to the visitors.

Cyprus scored a further three tries, all converted
by Seyhan Fell, promoted to kicking duties in the
absence of Marcus Holden, and Slovakia never
really showed any real attacking menace until in
the final minutes they threatened the Cyprus line.
However, strong Mouflons’ defence saw the
danger averted and Cyprus now sit top of their
group with two remaining fixtures to play against
Serbia and Slovenia in the spring.

This was a match more typical of a winter’s day in
the UK and with the breeze behind the Mouflons in
the second half there was really only going to be one
winner. Five minutes into the half and a kick from
hand on half way saw the ball bounce kindly for the
Mouflons on the 22, gathered by Seyhan Fell who

resulting conversion was given by the touch judges
but appears to have been overruled by the referee as
the official score sheet has it marked as MC (missed
conversion).

The two TRNC representatives are both hoping
to be fit for the matches in March and April, with
Seyhan Fell hoping to add to his tally of 15
points this season and, should he retain his
kicking duties, to keep his current success rate at
about the 90% rate from his 11 kicks so far.
Pictures courtesy of Ian Fell
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North Cyprus Cricket: El Classico, El Cricket
Whilst Spain has its Barcelona and Real
Madrid, the Creditwest Ladies Cricket
League has the Girne Girlies and Lapta
Lasses. A rivalry that has its roots far
deeper than those of the Iberian
Peninsula. In fact, at least as far back as
323 BC when Lapithos (Lapta) invaded
what is now known as Girne.
Last Saturday, the Pia Bella Stadium was
the scene of the battle. Lapta Lasses
batted first, with Steph Routledge and
Ann McLoughlin scoring 29 runs but
losing 5 when McLoughlin was bowled
by Holman. Next in were Captain Gina
Mapp and Julie Birch who carved out 12
runs, Mapp having driven hard was
caught by Holman off Garcia and new
girl Birch caught by Garcia from the
bowling of Liz Turner together with
being run out giving a team total of 36
from their 8 overs.
Knowing the Lasses strength in depth,
Lynn Holman, the Girlies Captain was
pleased to have restricted the score, but

to us afterwards, that he thought the

nervous they could beat it.

Suddenly everyone turned, there can’t
have been many between the Cemetery
and the New Harbour who didn’t hear
the hysterical instructions from the
Girlies’ captain to be careful. Heeding
them, Sandford picked off a couple of
2’s, then a dot ball, leaving Girne 2 runs

Liz Turner and Holman opened the reply,
determined to get their heads down and
carefully build a total. However, as they
say ‘the best laid plans’, it didn’t
materialise as Turner was caught behind
by Birch off the excellent Routledge and
then was unusually dismissed hitting her
own wicket off Birch’s bowling.
The final pair to the crease were Sarah
Sandford and Gloria Garcia. Knowing
there was nothing to lose, they set about
forcing the pace and achieved the
required run rate of 6 over to bring Girne
back into the match. They had batted
superbly and commenced their final over
3 runs ahead. With pairs cricket, teams
must complete all their overs and the
consistent Mapp’s bowling remained to
be faced. Rarely had the players or fans
been so tense, it was anyone’s to win.
Immediately, disaster struck, confusion
between the batsmen with both running to
the bowler’s end. Now the Girlies were 2
behind with 5 balls remaining, another
wicket and Lapta Lasses would almost
certainly have it in the bag. Even Tom
Shirley, an umpire known for his
carefully considered decisions, admitted

odds were with the fielding side.

ahead with two
What had promised so much, ended
with the team on 13 and facing an uphill
struggle to score another 24 runs for
victory. Everyone knew, there was only
one likely outcome and that was the
honours going to the girls from out
West.
The final pair to the crease were Sarah
Sandford and Gloria Garcia. Knowing
there was nothing to lose, they set about
forcing the pace and achieved the
required run rate of 6 over to bring
Girne back into the match. They had
batted superbly and commenced their
final over 3 runs ahead. With pairs
cricket, teams must complete all their
overs and the consistent Mapp’s
bowling remained to be faced. Rarely
had the players or fans been so tense, it
was anyone’s to win. Immediately,
disaster struck, confusion between the

batsmen with both running to the bowler’s
end. Now the Girlies were 2 behind with 5
balls remaining, another wicket and Lapta
Lasses would almost certainly have it in
the bag. Even Tom Shirley, an umpire
known for his carefully considered
decisions, admitted to us afterwards, that
he thought the odds were with the fielding
side
Suddenly everyone turned, there can’t
have been many between the Cemetery
and the New Harbour who didn’t hear the
hysterical instructions from the Girlies’
captain to be careful. Heeding them,
Sandford picked off a couple of 2’s, then a
dot ball, leaving Girne 2 runs ahead with
two balls to face. It simply couldn’t have
been closer. In the final over of an
innings, wides count for 2 and are rebowled, so Mapp faced the quandary of
did she pitch the final balls right up and
possibly sacrifice accuracy in the hunt for

a decisive wicket? Sandford, still with her
orders vibrating in her ears, calmly pulled
the penultimate ball for another 2 ensuring
victory, even if they lost 5 runs on the final
ball.
Although in the panicked confusion at the
time, this was missed and the final ball was
treated with the same intensity as had been
the previous ones.
Girne’s surprise 6 run win has propelled
them from bottom to top of the extremely
close Creditwest League. 11am next
Saturday at the Pia Bella Stadium sees the
Doğanöy Dollies against the Lapta Lasses,
a game that will set up a decisive final
league match in a couple of weeks’ time.
Please come along and learn to play, it's
great fitness, no experience or equipment
are needed. Call Gina on 0533 833 2069
for more information.
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2017 KKORD Off Road Championship has been won
By Ahmet Abdulaziz........
The last leg of the 2017 KKORD OFF
ROAD CHAMPIONSHIP, organised by the
North Cyprus Off Road Association, was
held at the Kombos Park, in the Haspolat
area.
The slogan of the last race was "THIS
ROAD GOES THROUGH". In total 17 cars
participated in the race. It was a tough race,
which the drivers endured to win a place on
the medal podium.
At the end of the last leg Nikolas Esfathiou
and his co-driver Stathis Efstathiou, who
represented Greek Cyprus, managed to
snatch the top position, by clocking the best
time of 6 minutes and 55 seconds. Görkem
Eren and his co-driver Ahmet Türcan
finished second with the time of 7 minutes
and 32.7 seconds. Hüda Hüdan and his codriver Hasan Reyhan came third with the
time of 7 minutes and 34,3 seconds. The last
race was sponsored by Kombos Automotiv
and trophies were presented to the winners.
The photographs shown are courtesy of the
North Cyprus Off Road Association

2017 KKORD Off Road Championship has been won
By Ahmet Abdulaziz.......
The Under 11 badminton team of TRNC,
returned back home on 26th November, after
participating in the Türkish Badminton
Championship played in Ankara.
It was one good opportunity for the budding
youngsters of TRNC, who earned valuable
experience by competing against the Turkish
players. In total the TRNC youngsters gained
5 wins out of the 12 matches played by
them. Salih D. Öztürk, Hüseyin Özuyanık,
Marko Lesinger and Başar Kuzel among the
boys and Nehir M. Deniz, İncinaz Üngüder

and İzgi Mertdin, from girls representing the
TRNC in the tournament, in which 400
players had participated. The tournament
started on the 24th and finished on the 26th
November 2017.

Mr. Fırat Deniz, President of TRNC
Badminton Federation gave a souvenir to
Mr. Murat Özmekik, his Turkish counterpart,
and praised the continuous support of the
Turkish
Badminton
Federation
for
encouraging badminton in TRNC

Photographs shown are
courtesy of the TRNC
Badminton Federation
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North Cyprus Football
Goals, Goals, Goals, Goals Goals and More Goals!
By Richard Beale..............
Result : HAMITKÖY ŞHSK 3 ESENTEPE KKSK 3.
Saturday November 25, 2017 : K-Pet League 1 :
Venue : Hamitköy Esat Erdoğmuş Stadı.
A cold cloudy afternoon with a hint of rain in the air
greeted around the 100 spectators who had gathered in
Lefkoşa to see this League 1 clash. Hamitköy who were in
second place and enjoying a run of eight consecutive wins,
were dealt a hammer blow with the news that 12 goal top
scorer Özgür Ongun was feeling unwell and was unable to
start the match. Özgür so often the “scourge” of Esentepe
defences in past matches, took a place on the substitute
bench, the dodgy kebab Esentepe supplied must have
worked!
The first half was generally a poor affair with both
goalkeepers rarely called upon in action. There were plenty
of misdirected passes, numerous fouls and little to warm
up the crowd on this cold November afternoon.

teenager’s cross was met at the far post by a well placed
Eser but he shot wide of goal.

SUMMING UP : Another brave team performance by a
plucky Esentepe side.

Hamitköy took the lead in the 38th minute, when Esentepe
Hasan slipped enabling Toykan to break on the left his
cross found MAHMUT YUMUSAT who, despite
challenges from Onur and Mahmut,managed to beat
goalkeeper Kemal with a shot. 1-0.

Against the run of play in the 77th minute, Hamitköy
forced a corner after a mistake by Esentepe’s Onur.
Mahmut Yumusat corner was met at the far post by a
header from a Hamitköy player, Ender headed it
goalwards only to see the ball headed off the line by
Nersin. Unfortunately the rebound was met by SALİH
who put ın past Kemal. 3-2.

Esentepe heads never dropped and before the match you
would have gladly accepted to take home a point from
an informed team.

Really with their first meaningful attack Esentepe
equalised in the 41st minute, from a rare source with
another Mahmut, this time MAHMUT IZOĞLU being the
scorer. Great play on the left by Ahmet Karal, who got
round the back of Latif, picking out Mahmut who in turn
passed and received a clever back flick from Eser, to get
round the back and fire past Kemal Ağrı. This was only his
second goal of his career in nearly 110 appearances, as rare
as finding a 50tl note in my wallet! ........HALF TIME
SCORE : 1-1.
Esentepe looked comfortable at the start of the second half,
occupying the opposition area without really creating
anything. But they were undone again in the 56th minute,
with another defensive lapse, this time Nersin was slow to
challenge for a high ball which was flicked on by Toykan
into the path of ENDER who flicked the ball over Kemal
and ran on to put the ball ınto an empty net. 2-1.
Esentepe refused to be intimidated and equalised again in
the 61st minute, when Nersin made amends sending a long
ball which striker Hasan Özçelik did well to head down to
AHMET KARAL to hit a superb first time volley past
Kemal Ağri in the Hamitköy goal. 2-2.
The speedy Ahmet was causing all sorts of problems to
Hamitköy defence on the right, this time his cross found
striker Hasan Özçelik in space whose fierce shot was
beaten away by the keeper.

Another corner in the 81st minute from Mahmut
Yumusat saw Eyüp to slid in at the far post, only to see
Kemal make a smart diving save.
Esentepe brought on midfielder Burak in place of
defender Hasan in the 65th minute. This was Burak's first
appearance for a long while after recovering from a longterm injury, with his first touch of the ball he helped
provide an equaliser in the 85th minute for Esentepe. His
long ball up the left was chased by HASAN ÖZÇELIK
with Hamitkoy defender Ender as company who intended
to leave the ball to goalkeeper Kemal Ağrı.
Unfortunately the goalkeeper missed the ball allowing
Hasan to side foot the ball into an empty net
FULL TIME SCORE : 3-3

Coach Davut Kansu can feel proud of their team, who all
worked so hard for him. They are not playing to their
full potential, but they have such a team spirit installed
in them, they do not know when to throw in the towel.
On the negative side three individual defensive errors
led to Hamitköy’s goals, which was un-Esentepe like.
Esentepe best player was AHMET KARAL, having his
best game since returning to the Club. He was always a
handful on the right scored 1 goal and created another
one.
ESENTEPE TEAM : (4-4-1-1, replacements in
brackets, merit marks out of 10}
Kemal Molla (gk) 6 : Emre 6, Hasan Sungur 6, Nersin 6,
Onur 6 : AHMET 8, Mahmut 7,Yakup 6 (Hüseyin 63
mins), Eser 5 : Başak (c) 5 : Hasan Özçelik 6.
Esentepe replacements not used : Hüseyin Ikinci (gk),
Muhammed, Turan, Asil .
HAMITKOY TEAM :Kemal Ağrı (gk) :
Latif (Ömer 71), Ragıp, Ender, , MAHMUT
YUMUSAT, Eyüp, Umut, Halıl Ibrahim
(Özgür 68), Hakan (Hüseyin Çidamli 58)
Salih, Toykan.
Referee : Hasan Eriş – average.
Yellow
:

cards : HAMITKOY : Eyüp
ESENTEPE : Mahmut.

Again in the 72nd minute Ahmet was involved again,
sending the overlapping Emre away on the right, the
.

NEXT ESENTEPE MATCH :
Sunday 3 December :
KO 2-00pm : Home ground :
ESENTEPE KKSK v GIRNE HALK EVI.

